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James Hook is a child who only wants to grow up.  When he meets Peter Pan, a boy who loves to

pretend and is intent on never becoming a man, James decides he could try being a child - at least

briefly. James joins Peter Pan on a holiday to Neverland, a place of adventure created by children's

dreams, but Neverland is not for the faint of heart. Soon James finds himself longing for home,

determined that he is destined to be a man. But Peter refuses to take him back, leaving James

trapped in a world just beyond the one he loves. A world where children are to never grow up.  But

grow up he does.  And thus begins the epic adventure of a Lost Boy and a Pirate.  This story isn't

about Peter Pan; it's about the boy whose life he stole. It's about a man in a world that hates men.

It's about the feared Captain James Hook and his passionate quest to kill the Pan, an impossible

feat in a magical land where everyone loves Peter Pan. Except one.
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3.5/5Never Never is a Peter Pan retelling told from Captain Hook's perspective. This standalone

novel is Brianna Shrum's debut book and I thought she did a really good job with it. I loved that it

was Hook's story. It was reminiscent of the kind of hook and pan from Once Upon a Time, so if you

love Hook in that show as much as I do, this is a book you will want to check out. It features an evil

Pan, and a more nuanced, but very much bent on revenge Hook. This Hook doesn't hold a candle

to Storybrook's Hook, but it did come much closer than I expected it to.Never Never follows Hook

throughout his life, starting out when he was a small boy. This was his first run in with Peter Pan,



and it was clear that as soon as Peter tricked Hook that his hatred started. And it only grew

throughout the story. Hook is a very different person than many of Peter's lost boys. He did want to

grow and, and further he wanted to go home. It was then that I started to feel for Hook. But don't get

me wrong, he is not a woe is me, misunderstood-villain-that-is-really-a-hero. Maybe he is

misunderstood, but he is also not a pure of heart person. He is not a hero. He is still Captain Hook

and his story is the one that you know well, but that was kind of what I loved about Never Never.

Author Brianna Strum takes the story that we all love, stays true to the events in it, but still manages

to make us see the characters in a different light. It was really cool. There were many shades of

gray to labeling Hook as a Villain. It was a highlight of the book for me. I always find it interesting to

see a person change throughout their life and to see how their experiences shapes them.The

romance between Hook and Tiger Lily was a pleasant surprise as well.

Review originally posted @ http://feelyourbooks.blogspot.comIn this retelling of Peter Pan, we gain

a fresh perspective on the magical world of Neverland through the eyes of James Hook. When we

meet him, he is nothing more than a boy. He longs for the attention of his father and dreams of

growing up and following in his footsteps as a sailor. When James decides to wander off on his

lonely own to Kensington Gardens, he stumbles upon a carefree boy named Peter Pan who proudly

believes in fairies. Skeptical of the existence of such silly, childish things, James comes to befriend

the boy and soon finds himself flying off to a world built on dreams. James, as the newest Lost Boy

in Neverland, soon learns of the dangerous beasts that have be born into this mysterious land

straight out of some child's nightmare. When James asks to be taken home, he finds himself

confronted with the fact that he can never return. His heart begins to harden and his body continues

to grow more or less in the usual way. Even more unfortunately for James, one of Peter's rules is

that no Lost Boy can grow taller than himself; when he starts to look down on Peter, he finds himself

lucky enough to escape death in exchange for exile. So he sets off to continue growing up and to

become Captain Hook, a fearsome pirate and sworn enemy of the boy who stole his life away.I went

into this book knowing, based on the fantastic premise, that I was sure to come out the other side

absolutely in love. So what went wrong?I believe this had all the key elements of a good book, but

several somethings just weren't working for me. I personally love a good misunderstood villain story.
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